Installation

Stir-Ator Conversion

Pneg-1174 - Rev 10/02

Stir-Ator Gooseneck and Swivel Replacement
Installation Instructions
This conversion will now cover either a conversion of the swivel on the 1965-1967 Stir-Ators, or
a replacement of damaged goosenecks on 1968-1982 Stir-Ators. It can also be used to allow
the installation of the Stir-Guard option to Stir-Ators which were not compatible to the Stir-Guard
before. (See your dealer for Stir-Guard information.)
1. Conversion Assembly: Be sure the correct size pulley was ordered. To install pulley, remove
the junction box covers and remove the 5/16" bolt. Slide the center drive arm down out of the
swivel and remove the upper snap ring and one washer. Slide the pulley (see chart) onto
the shaft with the hub up, then replace the washer and snap ring. Carefully slide the shaft
up through the swivel so the wires are not pinched or nicked inside the swivel. Secure with
the 5/16" hardware. Check the distance between the pivot tube and center of the drive pulley.
Adjust it if needed by removing the two bolts in the rectangular tube. (See chart and Diagram
#1 to determine narrow or wide spacing.) Measure the inboard frame pivot, if it is 6" long,
bolt the pivot stop in the back hole. If it is 4" long, bolt the pivot stop in the front hole, and cut
off 1-1/4" of the pivot tube, leaving about 3/8" past the inside small hole for the cotter pin.
(See Diagram #2.)
2. Assembly of Conversion to Unit: Disconnect and lockout power to the Stir-Ator and be sure it
cannot be accidentally turned on while work is being performed.
3. Support the bridge frame with blocking or other safe support means. This is best done in a
full grain bin, otherwise the Stir-Ator may have to be lowered to the bin floor and worked on
sitting on sawhorses.
4. Disconnect all wires from the old gooseneck and center pivot junction box.
5. Remove the cable from the center drive pulley.
6. Cut the extension pipe off 14" from the center of the swivel being sure not to nick or cut the
yoke wire running inside the tube.
7. Remove the main suspension clevis bolt.
8. Remove the old gooseneck by removing the cotter pin at the inboard frame pivot.
9. Slide the new swivel into the inboard frame pivot. Reinstall the cotter pin and ring (if necessary) at the inboard frame pivot.
10. Insert the yoke wires and extension pipe into the stub pipe of the swivel (on single auger
Stir-Ators, the kick-in stop will have to be modified to fit over the stub pipe.)
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11. Reinstall the main suspension clevis bolt.

12. Adjust the length of the extension in the stub pipe to make the cable idler pulleys level, then
tighten the setscrew in the stub pipe.
13. Rewire the yoke leads to the swivel extension wires and fasten with wire nuts (Diagram #3.)
Rewire the junction box connections following the color-coded wires. If you have a singlephase unit cap off the red swivel wire.
14. Put the cable back on and tighten to proper tension.
15. Remove the blocking and readjust the suspension chains so the bridge frame is 1" to 2"
higher at the center of the bin than at the bin wall. Run the trolley in and out a complete
cycle to be sure it clears everything. Check the adjustment of the tilt-in and tilt-out stops at
this time.

Production
Year
1968-1978
1979-1982
1968-1969
1970-1978
1970-1978
1979-1982

Drive Pulley/Drive
Drive
No. Of
Pulley
Augers
Size
1
10"
1
10"
12"
2
OR
14"
2
12"
3
14"
3
14"

Arm Specification Chart
Drive
Drive
Pulley
Arm
Pulley To
Part No. Part No. Frame Space
103A0048 103A0056 Narrow
103A0048 105A0030 Narrow
103A0049 103A0056 Narrow
OR
OR
103A0050 103A0073 Wide
103A0049 103A0056 Wide
103A0050 103A0073 Wide
103A0050 105A0031 Wide

Pivot Tube
Length
6"
4"
6"
6"
4"
4"
4"

Drive Pulley & Drive Arm
Part No. Cross Reference Chart
Drive Pulley
Drive Arm
Current
Part No.

Old
Part No.

Current
Part No.

Old
Part No.

103A0048
(10")

B-704
C-1235
H-404-S
B-762
C-1236
B-826
C-1238
H-405-DT

103A0056
(Short)

B-763
C-1240
C-1241
H-408-S

103A0073
(Long)

B-827
C-1242
H-409-DT

103A0049
(12")
103A0050
(14")
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12-3/16" to 12-3/4"
Allowable
Gooseneck Spread

1965 to 1982
Double and Triple Goosenecks
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Diagram #1

3/8"

For 4" Pivot

For 6" Pivot
Diagram #2

1-1/4"

NOTE: Remove red wire if
unit is single phase.

Diagram #3
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